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In the previous release of the Lestenka, we talked about the breakdown of familiar stereotypes, and
Yana (Butterochka) touched upon the topic of home education.

I do not know if it is possible to turn on such a postulate (axiom?): Every child should go to school. I
intentionally used the verb to "go." Because the knowledge of the child almost does not receive.
Many times on his experience was convinced that she was actually a child after returning home.
With Pope, Mom or Paid Teachers.

Yana, thanks for the topic. We think she can be relevant to many modern mothers. And today we
suggest you share your thoughts, knowledge and experience on home education, as well as useful
and interesting articles on any Internet sites. You can leave a link to the entry in your blog, if you
have already written about it, or on some other resource.

After leaving a comment with reference, please go, please click on the link left by the previous
commentator.

Comment on the post and do not forget to write:

Monday - Merry Day for Mom's blogs!

Or just mention that you came from the Mom blog communities how it will seem most appropriate to
you. (Now that the Lestenka has expanded far beyond the blogs of our mother participants, this
supplement is particularly relevant :))

Accordingly, the one who will comment immediately after you, click on your link and commenumes
your friend's recording.

Good Monday!
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